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A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE WEAKLY CONTINUOUS
POLYNOMIALS IN THE METHOD

OF COMPENSATED COMPACTNESS

ROBERT C. ROGERS AND BLAKE TEMPLE

ABSTRACT. We present a sufficient condition for weak continuity in the

method of compensated compactness. The condition links weak continuity

to the structure of the wave cone and the characteristic set for polynomials of

degree greater than two. The condition applies to all the classical examples

of weakly continuous functions and generalizes the Quadratic Theorem and

the Wedge Product Theorem. In fact, the condition reduces to the Legendre-

Hadamard Necessary Condition when the polynomial is quadratic, and also

whenever a certain orthogonality condition is satisfied. The condition is de-

rived by isolating conditions under which the quadratic theorem can be iter-

ated.

1. Introduction. In this paper we present a pointwise condition, sufficient

to guarantee weak continuity in the method of compensated compactness. Our

condition, which is stated in terms of the wave cone and characteristic set of the

first-order linear differential constraints in the method, generalizes both the Wedge

Product Theorem [4, 7] and the Quadratic Theorem [5, 6] in a natural way.

Here we restrict our attention to sequences of quadratic maps (analogous to se-

quences of wedge products) and corresponding sequences of differential operators

(analogous to the exterior derivative). We consider polynomials obtained by iter-

ating these quadratic maps. Our main result is a sufficient condition for the weak

continuity of such polynomials on sequences constrained by the differential oper-

ators. We show that the resulting condition is sharp in the sense that it is the

best such condition that takes account only of bounds on the derivatives and not

more subtle constraints imposed on the oscillations by the polynomial. Moreover,

all smooth weakly continuous functions are generated by polynomials (cf. [1]), and

every polynomial can be obtained by iterating quadratic maps. (For instance, the

rth Frechet derivative of an rth-order polynomial is a constant r-linear form which

we can iterate "slot-by-slot".) Thus our condition provides a practical method of

testing functions for weak continuity.

We do not presently know whether all weakly continuous polynomials converge

as a result of our condition, but it is interesting to note that a necessary condition

of Murat [3], the best local necessary condition of which we are aware, is stated
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406 R. C. ROGERS AND BLAKE TEMPLE

in terms of multilinear forms and iterates of quadratic maps. Our condition is

nominally stronger than Murat's, but we know of no function that satisfies one but

not the other. As further evidence of the generality of our condition we note that

it reduces to the Legendre-Hadamard necessary condition when the polynomial is

quadratic and also when a certain orthogonality condition is satisfied.

The condition we derive also clarifies the relationship between the directions in

the wave cone (associated with the dependent variables of the weakly convergent

sequence) and the characteristic directions (associated with the independent vari-

ables of the sequence). The Legendre-Hadamard condition involves only the wave

cone, but for degree greater than two, the coupling of these directions to the char-

acteristic directions is crucial. Murat's condition takes account of this coupling in

a different way.

Our point of view here is to consider the set of rank-1 matrices obtained as the

tensor product of elements in the wave cone with the characteristic directions. Our

theorem is obtained by studying natural orthogonality conditions that arise in this

space.
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2. A sufficient condition for weak continuity. Let {U£}E^o denote a

sequence of functions

(2.1) U£:R!^RJ

that satisfy

(2.2) Halloo < Const.,

(2.3) 22Aii~rT    e comPact set in #ioc(R )'        k = l,...,K.
.   . C/X{

1,3

Here || • ||oo denotes the L°°(R7) norm, i is summed from 1 to I,j from 1 to J, and

Ak3 are given constants. We adopt the convention of using subscripts to denote

components of vectors or matrices, superscripts to denote position in a sequence or

collection. Inequality (2.2) implies that by passing to a subsequence we can assume

that

(2.4) U£-U    inL°°(RI);

i.e.,

(2.5) /   U£4>^  f   U4>
Jr< Jr'

for all qf> E L1(RI). Here we address the problem of determining the functions /,

(2.6) f:RJ^R,

that are weakly continuous under the differential constraints (2.4); i.e., functions /

for which

(2.7) f(U£)-f(U)    inL00(RI)

for all sequences satisfying (2.1)-(2.4).
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For example, if (2.3) implies that all derivatives of {U£} lie in a compact set in

if^R7) then by compact imbedding U£ —► U (strongly) in Lfoc(R7). In this case

all continuous functions are weakly continuous. At the other extreme, when (2.3)

is vacuous, then only the affine functions of U are weakly continuous. To see this

note that if A E RJ, and x ■ £ denotes the ordinary dot product of x and £ in R7,

then

(2-8) U£ = Xg(^)->±-lfpg(0dZ

for any function g: R —+ R of period P. Our problem, then, is to characterize the

weakly continuous functions when (2.3) is neither complete nor vacuous.

Information on the oscillations allowed by (2.3) is contained in the following sets:

(2.9) T = |(£,A)€R7xRJ: J^&A^O, k = l,...,K\,

(2.10) A = {A E RJ : (£, A) E "V for some £ ^ 0}.

We identify W with the set of rank-1 tensors determined by (£, A) € "V; i.e.,

(2.11) T= U®XESe(R3,R}): 5^&A,-=0, k = 1,...,K 1,

where £<g>A denotes the tensor product of £ and A: the 7 x J matrix with components

&Aj.
Observe that

(2.12) ue{x) = Xg(^A^

solves

(2.13) E4>^7=0'        k=l,...,K,
i,j

for each (£, A) E 7^, and each j:R-»R periodic of period P. We call (2.12) a

rank-1 oscillator because the derivative of U£ is everywhere a multiple of the rank-1

tensor £ ® A E f/".

Our sufficient condition is modeled after the following theorem.

Theorem (Wedge Product Theorem). For each I = 0,...,L, let J>£
denote a differential form on R1 of degree sl. Assume that

(2.2)J ||oj1'£||oo < Const.,

(2.3)1 dw''£ e   compact set in H'^R1),

and

(2.4)5 J'£-uf1    inL°°(RI).
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Then

(2.14) u°>£ A---AuL<£ -cJ° A •■•Aw7'    in L°°(R7).

Here d denotes the exterior derivative and A £/ie wedge product.

We generalize the Wedge Product Theorem by replacing wedge products with

arbitrary quadratic maps and exterior derivatives with arbitrary first-order linear

differential operators: Let U£ have the decomposition

(t) U£ = (u°'£,...,uL'£);

and assume that

(2.1), w'-£: R7^RJ',        1 = 0,...,L,

(2.2), \\ul'£][oo< Const.,        l = 0,...,L,

dul'£
(2.3),   ^AjJ—^-€ compact set in ^(R7),        k = 1,...,Kl, I = 0,... ,L.

i,J

and

(2.4), (u°'£,...,uL'£)^(u°,...,uL).

Here i is summed from 1 to I; j from 1 to J,. We let J = Z^,=o ^> K = 2,=o ^'i

and we let (2.3) represent the collection of statements (2.3)o, (2.3)i,..., (2.3)/,. In

this way U£ satisfies (2.1)-(2.4).

We now consider the following iterative method for generating polynomials in

U£. Let
Q':RM'xR7|^RM|+',        l = l,...,L;

denote a sequence of quadratic maps, where {Af,}7!^1 is a set of positive integers

with My = Jo and Mi+y = 1, and where Ql(v, w) is homogeneous of degree 1 in v

and w respectively. Define the polynomial P(U) = PL[u°,..., uL] by the following

recursion formula:

<P'[u«,u^]=Q\u«y),

('    ' 1 P'[U0,...,it']=Q'(P(-1[u0,...,Ui-1],u'),        l = 2,...,L.

Our condition for weak continuity of P depends on the interplay between the

characteristic sets

(2.15) 2?= U^XE^f(RJ',RI): ^A^A^O, k=l,...,Kl\,

(2.16) A, = {A E RJl: £ ® A E % for some £ ^ 0 G R7},

and the interaction sets defined for each 1 = 2,... ,L and m = 0,...,/— 1 by

(2.17)
W,m = {t <g> A E -?(RM',R7): A = P'-V,... ,vm~\ Xm,vm+\ ... ,Vl~l]

for some £ ® Xm E Tm, vn E RJn, 0 < n < I - 1, n^m},

and

( %, 1 = 1,
(2.18) Wi= \ y
[    ] I vjmlo^r^ 1=2,...,L.

The condition is given as follows.
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THEOREM (SUFF).   Let P be defined by (2.14). Then if

(2.19) Q'(A,A) = 0,        l = l,...,L,

whenever £ <g> A E span^" and £ <g> A E Ti for the same £ E R1, then we have

PL[u°'£,... ,uL'e] —» PL[u°,... ,uL], for every sequence satisfying (2.1),-(2.4),, I =

0,...,L.

The proof of Theorem (Suff) is postponed until §3.

We now examine Theorem (Suff) in the context of other conditions on weak

continuity. We first recall that a function is weakly continuous if and only if it is

A-quasiconvex:

DEFINITION. A function /: RJ —* R is said to be A-quasiconvex if

/   f(p + $(x))dx > /   f(p)dx = f(p)measD
J d Jd

for every p E RJ, for every hypercube D C R7, and for every c: D —► RJ such

that c E L°°(D), JDc(x)dx = 0, and ^ 3 A^dcj/dxi) = 0 in W~l^(D), k =

1,...,K.
This condition was first isolated by Morrey [2] in the special case of the calculus

of variations. While this completely characterizes weak continuity, it is a nonlocal

condition and accordingly difficult to verify. Thus, local conditions are still of

interest.

The first such condition we state is a generalization of the familiar necessary

condition of Legendre-Hadamard from the calculus of variations.

THEOREM.   If a function f is weakly continuous, then it satisfies

(L-H) f(p + tX) is affine in t,    Vp E RJ, t E R, X E A.

This result follows directly from (2.12) and (2.13).

The following well-known result of Tartar [5, 6] states that in the case of

quadratic polynomials condition (L-H) is both necessary and sufficient for weak

continuity.

THEOREM (TA).   Let Q: RJ -> Rm quadratic in U£. Then

(2.20) Q(U£) - Q(U)    in L°°(R7)

for all m satisfying (2.1)  (2.4) if and only if

(2.21) Q(X)=0

for every A € A.

Well-known counterexamples show that (L-H) is not sufficient for degree higher

than two.

A stronger necessary condition of Murat [3] applies to higher order polynomials

and is written in terms of multilinear forms (as is Theorem (Suff)).

THEOREM (NEC).   Suppose that f E C°°(RJ) is weakly continuous. Let

(2.22) £ = spanA C RJ,
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let d = dimE, and choose Cartesian coordinates in RJ so that E = {uE RJ: Ud+y

= ... = Uj =0}. Then

(i) The function f(u) is a sum of polynomials in uy,...,Ud, homogeneous of

degree at most min{I, d}, with coefficients given by functions ofud+y,..-,uj:   i.e.,

f(y) = Y2Ca(yd+1>--->yj">Pa(yi>---'yd}-
a

(ii) Each of the polynomials Pa, homogeneous of degree r>2, satisfies LpaXyX2

■ ■ ■ Xr = 0, for every (Ai,£i), (A2, £2), • • •, (Xr, £r) E W such that the rank of

(£i>--->£r) w less than or equal to r — 1. Here LpaXyX2... Xr is the action of

the rth (Frechet) derivative of Pa(y) on the collection of vectors {Xy, X2,..., Ar}.

Since every polynomial P homogeneous of degree r can be written

P(z) = —Lpz-z,

Theorem (Nee) provides a stronger condition than (L-H).

Of course, the question arises whether Theorem (Suff) (or something similar)

provides a necessary condition. We are unaware of any weakly continuous function

that does not satisfy this condition. (In fact, we are unaware of any that cannot

be generated by wedge products.) The following remarks express what we can

say about the generality and utility of our condition and its relation to the results

mentioned above.

1. Part (ii) of Theorem (Nee) implies that the only interesting weakly continuous

functions are polynomials.

2. It suffices to consider only polynomials that are homogeneous of some fixed

degree in U since it follows by rescaling that each term of a given homogeneity in

an arbitrary weakly continuous polynomial must be weakly continuous as well.

3. Theorem (Suff) can be applied in general because every polynomial P homo-

geneous of degree L + 1 can be written as

P(y) = PPoi(y,y,---,y),

where Ppoi(yoiVi,- ■■ ,Vl) is homogeneous of degree one in each slot. One way of

doing this is in terms of the symmetric polarization which is given either in terms

of the derivative as above, or by the formula

o- V(=0 /

Here a = (ao, ■ ■ ■, pl) is a sequence with values in { — 1,1}, and (—l)a = oooy ■ ■ ■ o~l-

Note that it follows directly from this formula that

P(U£)-P(U)    inL°°(R7)

for every U£ satisfying (2.1)-(2.4) if and only if

Ps[U°>£,...,UL'£]±Ps[U°,...,UL]

for every Ul'£ satisfying (2.1)-(2.4) separately, I = 0,...,L. Note also that Ps can

be written as the iterated composition of a sequence of quadratic maps. (This is

easier to see from the derivative form of the polarization.)
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While this particular polarization of any polynomial is available (and thus can

be used with our condition as a test for weak continuity) our theorem holds out the

possibility of using other iterative maps. We are currently investigating whether

or not our condition applied to the symmetric polarization is a necessary condition

for weak continuity.

4. There are special cases in which we can show that our condition is necessary.

In the case of a quadratic function of the form (^(U1'6, U2'e), with Q homogeneous

of degree one in each slot, our condition (2.19) reads Q(X1,X2) = 0 whenever

£ ® A1 E 'Vy and £ ® A2 E V2 for the same £. Thus Theorem (Suff) reduces to

Theorem (TA) when the polynomial P is quadratic.

5. The following corollary states that Theorem (Suff) also reduces to condition

(L-H) whenever the condition

(2.23) A®£espan^"   if and only if   X®iEWu        1 = 1,...,L,

is satisfied.

COROLLARY 2.1. If condition (2.3) holds, then condition (2.19) is equivalent

to condition (L-H) holding for each Pl, I = 1,... ,L; i.e.,

(2.24) Pl[v° + tX1,...,vl + tXl] is affine in t

for any vn E RJn, A™ E A„ such that £ <g> A™ E Vn, n = 0,..., I, for the same

£€R7.

PROOF. The necessary condition (L-H) is always implied by the sufficient con-

dition (2.19), so we need only show that (2.24) implies (2.19) whenever condition

(2.23) holds. Now (2.24) and the linearity of Pl in each slot imply

(2.25) Pl[v°,..., vm-\Xm,vm+1,..., vl~\Xl] = 0

for every vn E RJn, n = 0,...,/- 1, and Am E Am, X1 E A, such that £® Am E Vm,

£ <8> A' E V[ for the same £ E R1. Also, by the orthogonality hypothesis and (2.17)

we have £ <8> A E span W[ if and only if

(2.26) X = P'-1[v0,..., vm-\Xm, vm+1,..., V1'1]

for some vn E RJ", n = 0,... ,1 - 1, and some Am E Am such that £ <g> Am E Vm.

But, by (2.25) if £ <g> A E V. and £ ® A E soanWi then

Ql(X, X) = Ql(Pl-x [v°,..., vm-\Xm,vm+1,..., V1'1], X1)

= Pl[v0,...,vm-1,Xm,vm+1,...,vl-\Xl]=0,

thus verifying (2.19).    □

6. We now note that the Wedge Product Theorem is a consequence of the

previous corollary. To do this we identify the differential form uif oi degree s, with

an element of R^-'i' through its coefficients with respect to a fixed orthonormal

basis. The iterated polynomials

Pl: r(»'o) x • ■ ■ X R^'-i) -> r'»o+-+»i-J

are defined (with an obvious abuse of notation) by

P1[oj0,...,oji-i] = oj0 A • •• Awn.
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It follows from (2.15), (2.17), (2.18), and the fact that the wedge product is the

symbol for the exterior derivative operator that

^={(£,A)eR7xR(»'): £aA = 0},        l = 0,...,L,

and

(2.27) Wi = {(£, A) €R7xrU+-+.,_,). £A x = 0},        l = l,...,L.

Our result follows from (2.27) and Corollary 2.1.    D

7. Finally, we comment that in the proof below it will be apparent that Theorem

(Suff) is sharp in the sense that we completely characterize (in Lemma 3.2) the

constraints under which the iterated polynomials can oscillate.

3. Proof of Theorem (Suff). In this section we prove Theorem (Suff). Our

method is to construct conditions under which we can iterate the quadratic theorem

of Tartar.

We introduce some new notation. Let U£ denote any sequence of functions

satisfying (2.1)-(2.4). For each fc = 1,... ,K, let Ak denote the I x J matrix A*-

constructed from the constraints in (2.3). Let (A, B) denote the componentwise

inner product between arbitrary I x J matrices A and B, so that

(3.1) (A, B) = Trace(AtrS) = ^ Al]Blj.

With this notation the set V can be defined by

(3.2) V = {£ ® A E 5?(RJ, R7): (Ak, £ <g> A) = 0 for each k = l,...,K},

and we can rewrite (2.3) as

(3.3) div(AKU£) E compact set in ff,"1 (R7),        k = l,...,K,

where div V denotes the divergence in x of the vector field V E RJ.

The following lemma characterizes the first-order linear differential operators on

U£ that lie in a compact set in ff^^R7) as a consequence of (3.3).

LEMMA (3.1).   An I x J constant matrix B satisfies the condition

(3.4) div(BU£) E compact set in //^(R7)

for all U£ satisfying (2.1)-(2.4) if and only if

(3.5) (B,£®A)=0

for all £®XeV.

We postpone the proof until after the proof of Theorem (Suff). To this end,

assume that (2.1)-(2.4) has the decomposition (2.1),-(2.4), for / = 0,..., L, and let

PL denote any polynomial generated by (2.14). Let

(3.8) Zl£: R1-> RM>,        l = l,...,L,

denote the function

l£ j u°-£(x), 1 = 1,

(3.9) Z -£(x) = | pl_1[uo,e(a;)) _  _ y-M(x)],    l = 2,...,L.

In order to iterate the quadratic theorem, we characterize the derivatives of Zl,e

that are bounded as a consequence of U£ satisfying (2.1),-(2.4),.
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LEMMA (3.2).   Fix I, 1 < I < L. An I x Af, matrix D satisfies the condition

(3.10) div(DZl'£) E  compact set in Hy'^R1)

for all U£ satisfying (2.1)m-(2.4)m m = 0,...,/- 1, if and only if D E W,1-; i.e.,

(3.11) (£>,£®A) = 0

for all i®~XEWu where Wi is defined in (2.18).

PROOF. We first show that (3.10) implies (3.11). Assume for contradiction that

there exists an I x Mi matrix D such that (3.10) holds and £ ® A E Wi such that

(D, £ ® X) ^ 0. Then by (2.17), there exist m, 0 < m < I - 1; £ <g> Am E Vm;

vn E RJn, n = 0,... ,1 — 1; such that

(3.12) A = P'-1^0,..., vm-\Xm,vm+\ ... .tr1"1].

Thus, for 0 < n < I - 1, define

= | vn if n # m,

\Amsin(^)    if n = m.

Clearly f/£ satisfies (2.1)n-(2.4)n for 0 < n < / — 1.   Since P' is linear in each

component, we have in this case that

Zl'£=Pl-l[U\,...,U£_y]

= Pl~1   v°,...,vm-1,Xmsin(^),vm+1,...,vi-y

=Jsin(¥)

where A is given by (3.12). Thus by (3.11),

divDZl£ = iDXsin(^\\

i,j

= icos^Vl>,£®A)?6 0,

and so no subsequence of div DZl,£ lies in a compact set in ff^^R7) as e —> 0, a

contradiction. Thus (3.10) implies (3.11).

Conversely, assume (3.11) holds for some I x Mi matrix D, and let U£ be an

arbitrary sequence satisfying (2.1)-(2.4). For simplicity we drop the index e in this

part of the proof. Thus we can write

(3.12) divJDZ((x) = ^^-^AJP;-1[u0(a;),...,U'-1(x)]

t        *   j

where i is summed from 1 to I and j is summed from 1 to M,. We claim that to

show (3.10) holds one need only analyze terms of the form:

r dum
(3.13) ^DijPJ-1   e°\...,e°™-\^,e°™+\...,e°^

i,3 '
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where the ea" are fixed basis elements of RJn. To see this note that by the multi-

linearity of Pl~l the differentiations in (3.12) can be carried out using Leibniz rule

yielding

(3.14)

^Dz'=Y:DJpr\d^y,--.y-i}+---+pr\-°y^-^})-
1,3 l

The undifferentiated factors can be written as

un(x)=Y,<n(*vn
On

when an is summed from 1 to Jn; e„n are fixed basis elements in RJ"; and u"n(x)

are real valued functions, uniformly bounded in L°°(R7). Again using the multi-

linearity of P-~ , we see that div DZ1 is the sum of products of L°° functions with

factors of the form (3.13).

Thus to verify (3.10) it suffices to show that

(3.15)
f)1tm

Y^DijPJ-1   v°,...,vm-\^—,vm+\...,v1-1   E compact set in H^R1)

13

for arbitrary vn E RJn. Since P(_1 is linear in the mth slot, there is an M, x Jm

matrix A depending on Pl~l and the vn such that

Pj-^b       .^m-l^^m+l ;...tVl-A=A^- = J-(Aum).
J dxi dxi       axi

Hence

r r)iim
(3.16) VAjP,'"1   v°,...,vm,^-— ,vm+1,...,vl~1   =div(DAum).

. . OXx
13

But by Lemma (3.1),

div(£>Aum) E  compact set in ff^,!(R7)

for all um satisfying (2.1)m-(2.4)m if and only if

(3.17) (DA,£®A)=0

for all £® A E Am. But,

(£>A,£®A) = (£>,£<8>(AA))

and by the definition of A

AX = Pl~l[v°,... ,vm-x ,X,vm-1,... ,vl-%

so by (2.17) £® (AA) E Wi. Statement (3.17) follows at once from (3.10). The

proof of Lemma (3.2) is complete.    □

PROOF OF THEOREM (SUFF). Now that we have characterized the possible

oscillations of our iterated polynomials Theorem (Suff) follows directly: Let U£ —•■

U be any sequence satisfying (2.1)- (2.4) and having a decomposition (u°'£,..., uL'£)

satisfying (2.1),-(2.4),.  Assume P = PL is generated by a sequence of quadratic
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maps via (2.14), and suppose condition (2.19) of Theorem (Suff) holds. We now

show by induction on /that

(3.18) P[u°'e,...,uL'e]^P[u°,...,uL]   inL°°(R7).

Case (I = 1). Recall that P1^0,^1] = Q1^0,^1) and that Wy = %. Theorem

(TA)_says that Ql(u°>£,ul>£) -^ Ql(u°,ul) if and only if QX(A,A) = 0 whenever

£ ® A E Vq and £ ® A G Vy for the same £ E R7. However, we observe that

£ ® A E Vq if and only if £ (g> A E span Vo = span W, so by Theorem (TA)

(3.19) PV^m^I-PV,^1],    inL°°(R7),

or in different notation

(3.20) Z2'£ -Z2 = P^u0>*]    inL°°(R7).

Case (1 < / < L). We now assume

(3.21) Zl'£ ±Zl = Pl~l[u°,...,u1-1]    inL°°(RI),

and show that

(3.22) zl+1>£^Zl+1    inL°°(R7).

Once again we use the quadratic theorem and the representation

Zl+i,s _ pi[uo,e)    _; UJ,«] = Qi(zl't, ul'E);

but now we need to use Lemma 3.2 and the information that Zl,£ satisfies the

first-order differential constraints

(3.23) div(JDZ/'£)€f/1;1(R7)

for every D E^-1. The characteristic set for these constraints is defined to be

(3.24) Vi = {£® XE^(RM',R'): (£®\,D) = 0, V£> EW^}

= {rank-1 matrices in rWl      }

= {rank-1 matrices in span Wf).

Thus,_by Theorem (TA) Ql(Zl^,ul>£) — Ql(Z~l,ul) (i.e., (3.22) holds) if and only

if Ql(X, X) = 0 whenever £ ® X E V and £ ® X E V for the same £ G R7. But

by (3.24) this is just condition (2.19), so the induction is completed and Theorem

(Suff) is proved.    □

Note that Lemma (3.2) indicates the sense in which Theorem (Suff) is the best

sufficient condition that only takes account of bounds on derivatives, and not more

subtle constraints imposed on U£ by polynomials of type (2.14); i.e., Lemma (3.2)

gives necessary and sufficient conditions for derivatives of Zl'£ to be bounded in

fj,"1; and Theorem (Suff) is based on Theorem (TA) which is the best condition

for weak continuity of quadratic function that only takes account of bounds or

derivatives.

PROOF OF LEMMA (3.1). Assume first that (3.4) holds and note that if (3.5)
fails, then there exists £ ® X E V such that

(3.25) (B,i®X)^0.
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But then, as we noted before in different notation,

U£(x) = Xsm(^-j

satisfies (2.1)-(2.4), while

div(BU£) = div fJAsin ( — ) = -(B, £ <8> A) cos ( — )

which in light of (3.25) is not compact in ffj"1 for any subsequence. Thus (3.4)

implies (3.5).

Conversely, assume that (3.5) holds. In order to show (3.4) it suffices to assume

that

(3.26) U£ -0inLoo(RI),

and

(3.27) Suppf/£CA:

for K c R7 compact, and prove that at least for a subsequence

(3.28) divBW^O    in H~1(RI).

This simplification is the result of standard localization techniques.

Writing (3.5) in component form gives £^ Bij&Xj = 0 where i is summed from

1 to I, j from 1 to J. This implies that for every £ > 0 there exists C£ > 0 such

that

2 2
K

(3.29) £fitf&Ai    <C£££A*,£A    + e|£|2|A|2Z
i,3 fc=l    i,j

for every £ 6 R7, A E RJ. Indeed, (3.29) holds on the compact set |£| = |A| = 1

because the left-hand side of (3.29) vanishes whenever ^Zk=1 \J2i, Akj£iXt\2 van-

ishes. Thus (3.29) extends to all £ E R7, A E RJ since both sides of (3.29) are

homogeneous of degree two in £ and A. Replacing |£|2 by 1 +1£|2 on the right-hand

side of (3.29) gives

,„ Qm lEijBytiXj]2       A \Ei,}^ij^j\2    ,.|2

(3-30) 1 + |e|2        <C£^        1 + |^|2        +£|A|

for all £ E R7, A E RJ. Substituting f>(£) (the Fourier transform of U£ E L2) for

A in (3.30) and integrating over £ E R7 gives

K

(3.31) \divBV£fH_x <C£^2\\divAkU£\\2H-1+£\\U£\\2Li,
k=l

where we have applied Parseval's identity

||/T£||2     _ I|r7ell2
11^ Wl2 - \\u Wl2-
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But by (2.3), (3.26) and uniqueness of weak limits, there exists a subsequence of

{U£} such that
K

C£^]]divAkUe]]2H-, ^0;

fc=i

and by (2.2), (3.27), ||l7£|||,2 is uniformly bounded.   Thus (3.28) follows at once

from (3.31), and the lemma is proved.    □
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